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transformative process of creating
art in your community.
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“Art opens up lines of communication by constructing
dialogues among parents, their children, family members,
peers, and the broader community. Families that spend
time together, that undertake creative activities together,
are more than able to withstand whatever modern life
throws at them.”
— Mildred Howard
The families gathered at community centers, recreation halls, and
schools. They sat beside one another, with neighbors, with strangers,
with friends. They shared food and talked about their days. A teacher
stood and spoke. Then, together, the teacher, the families, the groups
of strangers and friends, made art: ceramics and altars and woodcuts
and collages. They returned to the gathering places each week and
ate together and made more art. And after they had done this many
times, the ties between them were stronger, not as easily snapped or
recoiled. And they carried these connections with them as they went
out into the world.

Foreword
by F. Noel Perry
100 Families Oakland brings together families, artists, and neighborhoods through the creation of art. It is a
powerful and transformative process, one that promotes hope, action, and beauty.
This guide documents the project’s history while offering guidelines that will hopefully encourage others to
create something similar in their communities. I believe that when families come together, it strengthens and
grounds the neighborhood, and possibilities open up for a better quality of life. It is my wish that 100 Families
Oakland will set an example as one approach among many that can make a difference.
One of my favorite quotes is by Margaret Mead: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” This idea, and the motivation
supplied by the poignant work of the local artist Mildred Howard, led me to help create 100 Families Oakland.
This organized effort has shaped lives and brought hope to communities and families. It has produced
powerful transformations, not unlike the transformations involved in shaping a piece of clay into a sculpture,
and it was only possible thanks to the tireless and creative work of the amazing assembly of people involved.
This dynamic and motivating project has had tremendous meaning for me. Through 100 Families I have been
inspired to create and innovate. I hope it inspires you to do the same.

What It Is
100 Families is a community arts program
that brings together whole families
and neighborhoods to participate in
collaborative art projects. It began in 2005
in Oakland, a city of 400,000 in Northern
California. The program invited children,
their parents, and their grandparents to
participate in a free 10-week art workshop
taught by neighborhood artists. A meal was
served at each session, and all art materials
were provided. Projects were accessible,
required families to work together, and
often reflected the participants’ individual
and cultural concerns. At the end of the 10

weeks, each of the 100 participating families
had physical art objects to show for their
time. But they also had more than that.
Exit surveys indicate that the project had a
profound effect on the participants—that
it gave them hope for their communities,
their families, and themselves. Many said
they planned to take part in future projects
focused on community and family.

How is 100 Families different from other
community arts programs?
Most art programs don’t
involve three generations.
100
Families
includes
children, parents, and
grandparents. Art making
can play a special role
within a family, providing
an alternative language
in which the individuals
can converse. Instead of
relying on established
patterns
of
verbal
communication, they can
explore and expand their
relationships in more
intuitive and expressive
ways. Says Israel Haros,
one of the teaching artists
in 100 Families Oakland, “They can begin to move together
and work together without speaking to each other. It can
be an opportunity to let go, to start over.”
Art making can permeate and bridge communication
barriers, whether those barriers exist between
generations in a single family or between different
families who live in the same neighborhood. One Oakland
participant had never spoken to her neighbors because of
language differences. Through 100 Families she came to
know them in ways that didn’t involve speaking: smiling
across the room, for instance, or admiring one another’s
art projects. Now they greet each other on the street.

This publication includes information and
resources that will help you re-create this
program in your community. It also tells
the story of 100 Families Oakland (which

How much does 100 Families cost?
100 Families Oakland was fortunate to have a large
source of funding, but such support is not necessary to
carry out the project successfully. This resource manual
offers alternate ways to achieve many of the same goals
with as much or as little as you have.

100 Families began in an urban setting. Is the
program strictly for urban communities?
Does it only address social problems
typically found in cities?
100 Families can work in any environment. It addresses
much more than such stereotypically urban problems as
violence and poverty. In a rural area, 100 Families would
still serve to introduce participants to new art forms,
provide opportunities for connection and interaction

originated as a specific response to the
city’s high homicide rate), chronicling
its development from an unformed idea
to an organized program. It provides
reflections, anecdotes, lesson plans, and
teaching strategies. These are not so
much prescriptions as possible routes,
allowing for improvisation and detours.
This guide offers multiple adaptations
and alternatives, which can be based
on your community’s resources, needs,
interests, and demographics. 100 Families
will develop around the contours of your
community, reflecting and highlighting
its unique connections, challenges, and
strengths.

among families, and introduce neighbors who are
isolated by geography or other factors. In the suburbs
it could provide a creative outlet for families, connect
busy working parents with their children, and offer a
noncompetitive environment for neighbors to meet and
work together.

How It Started
100 Families began in 2003, in Oakland,
with a map. In the previous year, 113
homicides had occurred in the city. The local
media published maps of the murders. The
artist Mildred Howard saw one of these
maps in the Oakland Tribune and was
inspired to make
her own map of
the homicides,
which she titled
Wild,
Wild
West: 21st c.
Series. The artist
and
venture
capitalist F. Noel
Perry
visited
the
Oakland
Museum
of
California in fall
2003, saw the
piece on display,
and was particularly moved. “What came
to my mind was the arbitrariness of the
deaths,” he says. “Somehow I arrived at
the idea of a neighborhood art project that
would strengthen the social fabrics of the
neighborhoods where this was occurring,
as a possible deterrent to the killings.” Just
as Howard’s piece had affected him, Perry
believed that community-wide art projects
might impact others to act in a positive
way.

The goal of 100 Families is to bring people together,
both within communities and within individual
families. In coming together, individuals discover their
commonalities and opportunities for connections. This
process could take place in an unincorporated township,
a loose collection of dwellings
in a rural area, a mobile home
park, a busy urban street, or a
quiet suburban subdivision.
Sonia BasSheva Manjon, director
of the Center for the Art and
Public Life at the time of the
project’s inception, says, “The
whole premise was that if families
could begin to communicate with
each other, and neighbors could
begin to communicate with each
other, it would mitigate a lot
of isolation and disparity and nihilism. This crosses
socioeconomic, racial, and household borders.”

What
does
the
leadership council do?
How do we select the
members?
The leadership council is the
core of the larger leadership
team. It offers opinions and
advice to the rest of the team,
serving as a sounding board
for their ideas and challenges.
It is advantageous, though
not necessary, for leadership
council members to be “connected” within the community
and able to use those relationships to publicize 100
Families and secure resources. While they don’t need to

Action List 1

Getting started
1. Determine the level of local interest. Ask people in your neighborhood if they’d like to
participate in a program that will bring them closer to their neighbors and family members.
Write down names and contact information.

2. Find support. Look around for local community groups that might want to help, including
arts organizations, churches, youth groups, schools, or public libraries. When asking these
groups for support, point out that their support would not necessarily need to be financial.
It could involve sharing or trading resources such as physical space or art supplies, or the
contribution of time and energy in the form of administrative work or cleanup. Locating
support could also mean finding volunteers who are willing to provide guidance and
feedback on program ideas (see “Leadership Council” on page TK).

3. Find a place to meet. The location should be safe, clean, and easily accessible. Keep in mind
that people may be relying on public transportation to get there.

4. Find artists. They can be craftspeople, cooks, dancers, writers, or anyone else who has
creative skills to share. Ask if they would like to be involved and get their contact information.

How It Grew
Perry met with individuals involved in
the Oakland arts community, including
Manjon and Cherie Newell of the Oakland
Museum of California. In 2004, Perry, the
museum, and the Center joined together
to organize and fund what would become
100 Families Oakland. Their first task was
deciding what the program would look
like. They assembled a leadership council
of nine community leaders to help with
fundraising and advise a larger leadership
team.
Manjon and Center staff also consulted
artists and community members as to how
the program should
be
organized,
what should be
taught, and where
it should be held.
The
leadership
council decided on
four sites in areas
that
represented
Oakland’s diverse
population.
The
city is 35 percent
African American, 30
percent Caucasian,
20 percent Latino,
and 15 percent Asian.
The organizers chose a site in Chinatown,
a predominantly Asian neighborhood; one
in West Oakland, which is predominantly
African American; one in East Oakland,
which is largely African American and
Latino; and one in the Fruitvale district, a
primarily Latino neighborhood.

have arts experience, they should have an investment in
their communities, through volunteering or long-term
residence.

How do we choose the location(s)?
Oakland organizers chose four neighborhoods that best
represented the city’s diverse population and would most
benefit from the program. Ideally, participating families
should live in the area surrounding the site. This gives
them a concrete bond with the location and the people
with whom they are interacting. It also allows them
to walk or take public transportation to the site. Art
projects can emphasize this common bond (see Appendix
B, Lesson plan).
If your community is
small, or cannot support
multiple sites due to a
lack of resources, you can
choose just one site and
draw families from a wider
geographical area.

How do we choose
the families? Who
recruits them?
First, determine how many families you can realistically
accommodate. Just because the program is called 100
Families doesn’t mean you have to operate on that
same scale. Look at your community’s demographics
and decide which groups would most benefit from the
program. Site coordinators can recruit families through
neighborhood networks, schools, churches, youth
groups, et cetera.

The leadership team enlisted people who
already worked at the locations to serve
as site coordinators. The site coordinators
would help with setting up, troubleshooting
during the workshops, and recruiting local
families. The leadership team then hired
teaching artists to develop and lead the
workshops; all of the teaching artists lived
in Oakland, knew the host sites, and had
experience working with communities.
Most of them belonged to the ethnic
groups with whom they would be working.

What do site coordinators do? Who hires
the site coordinators?
Site coordinators are hired by the leadership team and
handle everything related to the workshop’s physical
location: making sure the space is available at the
designated times, securing a place to prepare and/or serve
food, finding a clean place to store artworks, keeping
keys to the facility or ensuring that it will be unlocked
during workshop times, and so on.
Ideally, site coordinators have preexisting relationships
with the participating families and the facilities. If this is
not possible, they should at least live in the community
surrounding the site, have excellent people skills, and
also have good organizational skills, in particular
experience organizing classes or workshops.

Who hires the teaching artists? What skills
or experience should we look for?
The leadership team hires the teaching artists. 100
Families Oakland held a competitive application process,
asking candidates to submit applications and sample
lesson plans explaining their projects and goals for
the 10 workshops. Oakland organizers wanted to look
within the community, not outside it, for their teachers.
Manjon says, “Artists or community organizers within a
community are committed to that community and that
neighborhood. The artists that worked in the community
and worked in the cultural centers were coming to
the interviews saying, ‘I want to create change in my
community.’ Artists coming from outside the community
were saying, ‘I want experience working with these types
of people.’”
You are welcome, however, to make program decisions
based on the specific characteristics of your community.
It’s fine to hire artists from other neighborhoods, of

The specifics became well defined: 100
Families would be a series of 10 workshops
held once a week on a weekday evening
or weekend day. Each workshop would
last two and a half hours and include a
healthy catered meal. Participating families
would have to live in the neighborhoods
surrounding the host site and would need
to include at least one adult—a parent,
grandparent, or guardian—and one or
more children under 18. In each session,
families would choose among four to
five art projects, each of which could be
completed within the allotted timeframe.
They were asked to commit to attending
every week for 10 weeks, and to participate
actively. Cooperation within and between
families was encouraged.

any ethnicity. Teachers coming from farther away may
have fresh perspectives and be able to offer examples
of community-building projects they’ve undertaken
elsewhere. At a minimum, teaching artists should have
specific ideas for lessons, experience working in a
community setting, something they want to share (a
skill, a craft, a song, a dance, a story), and some idea of
how they will share it.
If some of your teaching artists have no prior teaching
experience, review their lesson plans before the first
workshop. Provide constructive feedback and offer
suggestions. Try pairing inexperienced teachers with
more experienced ones. The two may coteach a workshop
or develop a mentor/mentee relationship.

How should we compensate teaching
artists?
Teaching artists are responsible for much of the handson and organizational aspects of 100 Families. If funds
are available, decide whether you will pay them an hourly
wage or a one-time stipend. If your financial resources are
limited, be clear from the outset that they are serving as
volunteers. If some of the teaching artists are students,
contact their schools and see if they can get school
credit for their work, either as community service or an
internship.

What if interested families don’t have
children under 18 or a legal guardian?
The families need to include at least one parent, guardian,
or grandparent, and at least one child under 18, but those
are the only constraints. The idea of “family” is subjective.
Many families don’t consist of two biological parents and
their children. 100 Families invites families of all kinds

How It Is Structured
to participate—those with same-sex parents, adopted or
foster children, et cetera. Families, regardless of their
makeup, are the program’s building blocks. Cooperation
begins within families and spreads to include the entire
community.

Site 1
(Site Coordinator(s))
Responsibilities
recruiting families,
organizing location
details

Site 2
(if applicable)
(Site Coordinator(s)
Responsibilities recruiting
families, organizing
location details

Leadership Team
Leadership Council and core
organizers
Responsibilities
fundraising, choosing location,
hiring site coordinators, hiring
teachers, curriculum development,
publicity, documentation, exhibiting

Jimi Evins, the East Oakland site coordinator, describes
how this worked at his workshops: “We had families
do individual projects, and then we had everybody, all
the families, do a project together. So first the family
members could communicate with one another, then
they communicated with other families, then they
communicated with the whole group.”
Individual organizers should use their discretion
in dealing with parents, children, or entire families
whose attendance is inconsistent. If a child attends the
workshops but the parents fail to show up, it may make
sense to have the child work with another participating
family. Alternately, it may be best to contact the parents
and inform them that their children cannot attend the
workshops unaccompanied.

How important is a healthy catered meal?
Sharing a meal is a meaningful ritual that brings people
together, and it was an important part of 100 Families
Oakland. The meal does not need to be catered or expensive.
It can take the form of a potluck, with individuals each
bringing a special dish that introduces others to their
family.

Action List 2

Getting organized

1. Assemble your leadership council. The council plays a crucial role in community outreach,
program scope, choosing sites, hiring personnel, and many other aspects of the program.

2. Select locations. The leadership team should determine the availability of sites and assess
their implications. Are there certain groups that would feel more or less welcome there?
Are there bus stops nearby? Is it in or near a residential area in which potential participants
live? Look at the list of interested individuals and groups you compiled earlier. If they are
centered in one geographic area, try to secure a space in or near that area.

3. Select site coordinators. Once you’ve found a location or locations, inquire about
the people who already work there. Would any of them be interested in serving as site
coordinators? Find a contact person at the site with whom you can organize logistics. If
this is not possible, hire someone, preferably from within the community, to act as the site
coordinator.

4. Find teaching artists. Refer to the list of contacts you assembled when you were getting
started. Decide on an application process.

5. Invite families. Refer to the list of interested individuals you compiled earlier and find out
if they are still interested. Review your community’s demographics and decide who would
most benefit from a community arts program. Once you’ve decided how many families you
can accommodate, invite families based on their interest in the program and willingness to
commit to it.

Lessons
In Oakland, Todd Elkin, an artist and arts
educator, developed a guide for the teaching
artists that outlined the steps necessary to
transform ideas into arts curricula. He led
the teaching artists through workshops
and exercises and encouraged them to
improvise with the curriculum according
to the participating families’ desires and
ideas.

Do we have to meet 10 times?
If space or time constraints make it impossible to meet
10 times, you can adjust the schedule. It is important,
however, to communicate the specific meeting times and
places to the families at the start of the program so they
don’t perceive the program as disorganized or informal.

How do you teach art?
Even without formal training, organizers
and teachers can learn to teach art.
Teaching artists must first decide what
skills, techniques, and concepts they want
to convey to the participants. They must
clearly communicate which skill is being
demonstrated at what point, and design
ways in which participants can practice and
develop their understanding. They must have
a method to assess if participants are truly
“getting it.” For more information about
teaching art, see appendix A, “Curriculum
Guidelines.”
Then, still prior to the first formal workshop,
the families met the teaching artists and
learned about different art forms: ceramics,
sculpture, drawing, collage, mask making,
painting, poetry, printmaking, and quilting.
This introduction helped the families make
decisions later, during the workshops,
regarding which projects they wanted

What sorts of art projects should we teach?
The projects should reflect the participants’ individual
and cultural identities and bring their families and
neighborhoods closer together. You can use some of
the Oakland projects, listed below, as inspiration, and
tailor them to your own communities. You can also make
up your own projects based on participants’ interests
and characteristics. The art projects should have a
collaborative aspect that encourages individuals to
work together and learn about each other. The projects
should emphasize shared struggles or experiences. For
more ideas, see appendix B, “Lesson Plans.”

Action List 3

Getting Everyone Together

1. Consider holding an orientation before the first formal workshop so that organizers
and teaching artists can meet with all the families. Use this time to inform the families
about the program’s goals, its history, and various art forms and media.

2. Use the first workshop as another orientation opportunity. Teaching artists should
find out more about what projects families would like to pursue. After this, teaching
artists should have lesson plans, either written or memorized, outlining each subsequent
workshop’s schedule of projects.

3. Find art supplies. Is there an arts and crafts store in the community that would be willing
to donate or offer a discount on supplies? Consider alternative materials that may be free
or inexpensive, such as recycled materials, items from thrift stores, or everyday household
objects.

4. Cooperate in the classroom. Teaching artists should help families work together, and they
should design projects that bring multiple families (and occasionally all of the families)
together.

to work on. The art projects in which
they participated reflected their multiple
identities—as individuals, as members of
a family, and as contributors to a greater
community and culture.

Documentation and Presentation
Exhibiting and sharing documentation of
100 Families Oakland with the rest of the city
and the Bay Area was nearly as important as
the workshops themselves. Documentation
can consist of photographs, lesson plans,
quotes from participants, and, of course,
artworks. During 100 Families Oakland,
site coordinators and others photographed
the workshops as they were happening,
capturing families collaborating, children’s
faces, and parental involvement. They also
photographed the finished pieces of art.
Much of this material was included in a
book published later, titled 100 Families
Oakland: Art and Social Change.

What are some examples of projects made in
100 Families Oakland?
Families at the Fruitvale site made a Day of the Dead altar,
a personal tribute to those who had passed away as well
as a celebration of Latino heritage.
Families in West Oakland created a large book titled
Imagine Oakland. They filled its pages with colorful
collages and text regarding Oakland’s many moods
and characters, capturing both the individual artists’
imaginations and their collective vision for their city.
The East Oakland site produced several family quilts.
These serve to bring a family together and also symbolize
unity for the entire community to view. Families in East
Oakland also collaborated on a body cast of an African
American youth and an accompanying chart of his path
from childhood to high school graduation. They drew
on their specific personal memories and
experiences and created an archetype
with which all could identify.
At the Chinatown site, families made
neighborhood map paintings, expressing
their unique vision and understanding
of Oakland’s everyday landscape. Family
trees, essays on “where I come from,”
and name collages paid tribute to past
generations and expressed familial
continuity
despite
displacements,
relocations, and language differences
between generations.

The leadership team arranged for the
finished artworks to be exhibited at sites
throughout Oakland. These sites were
located in the neighborhoods where the art
was made (neighborhood galleries, senior
centers, and the YMCA) as well as larger,
more central locations such as the Oakland
Museum of California.
These exhibitions made the participating
families feel accomplished, empowered,

Where and how do we get art supplies?
Art supplies do not have to be expensive. Ask an art
supply store in your area if it would be willing to donate
materials for a community-based project. In exchange,
offer to publicly acknowledge the store as a sponsor or
arrange to exhibit some of the 100 Families artwork at the
store.
Also consider other sources of materials: Old clothes
can be cut up into fabric scraps for quilts. Tin cans can
be hammered into frames and other items. Empty toilet
paper rolls and flattened cardboard boxes can be drawing
surfaces or sculpture materials. Visit recycling centers
in your area for more ideas.

and recognized by the rest of the city. They
also, hopefully, will inspire others to start
similar programs or to contribute resources
to 100 Families. The documentation will
also serve as an important knowledge
archive from which future community arts
workers can learn.
100 Families Oakland became its own
kind of city map, one in which the dots of
victims were replaced by intersecting lines
of individuals coming together, converging
at a central point each week to create art
and build relationships. Once a path is
laid, it is more likely to be traveled again.
In your community, 100 Families can give
individuals and families a chance to create
their own community maps, to create a
place where neighbors know each other,
families spend time together, and social
barriers are gradually overcome.

How can 100 Families succeed in areas that
lack community infrastructure (schools,
arts organizations, committed residents)?
Cooperation among various community groups is
essential. You will need to investigate whether the
groups in your area are willing to work together. If
no such organizational ties exist, invite families from
those neighborhoods to participate in a 100 Families
program in another area. They may be inspired to return
to their neighborhoods and begin their own grassroots
community organizations.
100 Families Oakland has had both successes and
challenges. One session in East Oakland was abandoned
due to lack of support and cooperation among the local
schools, community organizations, and participating
families. In West Oakland, however, three local arts
organizations (M. Robinson Baker YMCA, the Attitudinal
Healing Connection’s ArtEsteem Program, and Hoover
Elementary) strengthened their relationship by
collaborating on 100 Families. Amana Harris, executive
director of ArtEsteem, explained, “We are the host

organization and facilitate the process, hiring the
artists, paying people, all of the administrative stuff.
But we don’t have the space. The YMCA has the space, and
Hoover has done the recruiting. So together we are a
village, a neighborhood partnership.”

How can 100 Families deal with violence?
Avenues for processing and responding to trauma and
violence are built integrally into the program. At a 2008
gathering in West Oakland, for instance, gunshots were
fired at the hosting facility while families were walking
inside. Organizers and site staff immediately gathered the
families into the gymnasium to form a “healing circle.”
They talked about the event, sharing their feelings, and
then proceeded to make art, responding to the incident
through their work. This exemplifies the ability of 100
Families to address, respond to, and absorb violent acts,
channeling them into productive, creative expression
(see appendix B, part 4).

How do we know if 100
Families is working? Why is
it important to evaluate the
program?
Oakland
organizers
hired
a
professional evaluation company
to poll participants on the project’s
effects. An example of this survey is
included in this publication to give
you an idea of the types of questions
that were asked. Hiring an outside
company is not necessary, however.
You can simply distribute short
surveys periodically throughout the
10-week session.

Action List 4

Documentation

1. Organize your information-gathering processes. Decide what types of information you
wish to collect (administrative notes, lesson plans, photographs of participants, images of
artworks, actual artworks, survey responses) and assign responsibility for gathering each
piece.

2. Secure any equipment you may need, such as a digital camera. Ask the families’ permission to
take and use their photos for future exhibitions promoting 100 Families. Draft and distribute
a contract formally requesting their permission and signatures.

3. Seek out venues for the concluding exhibition. Start with the community site hosting the
100 Families workshop and move outward. Would that location be interested in displaying the
artwork? Do they have connections with other organizations that would? Consider venues
that are invested in the community and would offer maximally effective public exposure.

4. In addition to publicly exhibiting the work, share your survey results and lesson plans
with other community organizations that might be inspired to undertake similar projects.

5. Create an archiving system. Decide what will be done with the materials after the conclusion
of the program and exhibition. How will the materials be organized and preserved for future
reference? Is there an organization or individual willing to store them?

By consistently soliciting feedback,
organizers can learn as they go along
what they can do better, what isn’t
working, and what is. They can also get a
more global overview of how the group
as a whole has changed over the course
of the program.

Whom can we contact with
questions and success stories?
If you have questions regarding
particular challenges or logistics, or if
you want to tell us about your success
with the program in your community, we
invite you to contact California College
of the Arts Center for Art and Public Life
at 510.594.3763 or by emailing center@cca.
edu.
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Lesson plan
Topic: Family mapping
Mediums: Photography, drawing
10 weeks / 2 hours per week / 12‑35 participants / participants remain consistent throughout 10-week
session.
SYLLABUS
Week 1: Introductions / Mapping our families / Guidelines / Expectations
• Introduce yourself to the group.
• What two places are most significant to you? Why?
• What do you like about your neighborhood? What would you change?
• What are your expectations for this project? Is there anything you hope to accomplish?
Week 2: Basic Cartooning
Week 3: Figure Drawing
Week 4: Begin Final Project: Sketch
Week 5: Finalize sketch / Transfer
Week 6: Introduction to Acrylic Painting
Week 7: Work on Final Project / Prepare for in-progress critique
Week 8: Critique / Paper-cuts and Text
Week 9: Finish Final Project
Week 10: Exhibition and Presentation Planning / Evaluation.

MATERIALS
• Disposable cameras, money for developing
• Blow-up of a map of local area, different colored markers.
• Pencils, paper, erasers
• Big pad of paper, markers
• Scissors, glue sticks, white glue
• Vine charcoal, white conte, newsprint, black paper, fixative
• Artist’s tape, clear tape
• Thumb tacks
• Acrylic paint, matte medium, brushes, some palette knives
• Plastic cups, plates, knives for palettes/mixing.
• 2 big buckets
• Collage materials; alphabet stencil, astrobright paper, magazines.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rags
Transfer paper
Tracing paper
Clamp Lamps*
Surfaces for final project: 36” foam core? 22 x 30” Rives?
Portfolio for storing art.
Dry erase markers

Phase I. Getting Comfortable with Art & Personal Expression

Key Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What will I gain from participating?
Is art valuable to me?
How can I tap into my innate creativity?
What skills can I learn to express myself and the needs within my community?

Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Understanding myself better ... being open to explore and express
Bonding—family and group as community
Building self-confidence
Bringing visibility to my community

LESSON PLANS Week 1: Contact
•
•

•
•
•
•

(10 minutes) Introduction to me. Overview of goals: discuss family, collaborate, connect.
(20 minutes) Who are you? Names, locations (use different markers on map to draw out locations),
place of school/work, 2 more places of interest to your family (could be church/temple, a close relative’s
house, favorite restaurant or hang out). How you heard about this project and what you expect/hope to
do. What do you like about your neighborhood? What would you change about it?
(5 minutes) Discussion: Identify connections within the group: how are we similar? How are we
different?
(10 minutes) Guidelines: Everyone participates. No dissing. Be respectful. Take risks; just try; don’t be
intimidated. There is no right or wrong way to make art. Pay attention. Have fun.
(25 minutes) Art Activity: Draw /add places on the map that are significant to your family history:
Buildings, distant lands, etc.
(10 minutes) Photography Assignment: Brief slide show on conceptual self-portraits and photography.
One disposable camera per family; shoot photos that describe what you think is unique about your
family. Try to include people (family members, but who else is important to your family?), things (photos
of photos, important memorabilia), places (where are the important places in your family? Kitchens,
workplaces, student desk?). Each person shoots 5‑6 photos.

Week 2: Research
• Turn in cameras.
• Drawing exercise: Basic Cartooning. Introduction to drawing people using geometric shapes. The
figure, front, side. The face, front; side.
• What does family mean to you? When I think of family, I think of _____, when I think of family bonds, I
think of_____.
• Family portrait: Every family does a family portrait privately for 20 minutes. Include people, a place, and
a thing. Families show and discuss the portraits: What was surprising? Did you learn anything about
each other?
Week 3: Figure Drawing
• (20 minutes) Gesture drawing. Use lines, loops to sketch out figure. Demo charcoal and gesturing.
Draw 30-second gestures for five minutes. Check in for 5 minutes.
• (55 minutes total) Figure drawing. Demo: just see lights and dark shapes: 15 minutes. Draw: 2 x
15-minute poses. Pin up and talk (10 minutes).
• (5 minutes) Break.
• (30 minutes) Conte drawing. Demo (5 minutes). Use white chalk on black paper. Just draw light. Draw
(20 minutes). Review (5 minutes).
• (10 minutes) Clean-up
• Look at photography assignment.

Phase II. Family Definition & Expression
Key Questions:
1. How can I express my point of view, beliefs about a subject or issue?
2. What is the relationship between my family and the neighborhood we live in?
3. How can we best collaborate as a family to make a collective work of art?
4. How can art make a difference in my community?
Benefits:
• Transforming my view of the world and the difference I can make in it.
• Discovering my unique, personal voice
• Enhancing my relationships
Week 4: Action: Final project.
• (15 minutes) Describe assignment:
• Choose one:
• Metaphor of My Family. My family is like: a web? Tree? Set of bowls? Meal? The seasons? Create a
work of art that is a symbolic portrait of your family. Show the individuals and the group. Be sure to
represent what makes you and your families unique. Include some text to give the viewer some hints.
Also, write 1‑2 pages about your art and why you chose the metaphor. It can be a poem. You may
include song lyrics or famous quotes. You must reveal your intention and motivation behind the artwork.
• Map of My Family: Map your family’s story. You should include some of the following: roads, significant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

landmarks, routes, modes of transport, buildings, people. Include a legend. The map may include true
immigration stories, or make up a “Day in the life of my Family” and map the neighborhoods you travel
through.
Media: Acrylic painting, collage, photography, drawing.
Requirements:
Must be at least 3’ x 3’
Every family member must contribute something.
(45 minutes) Brainstorm ideas: do a sketch.
(20 minutes) Discussion.
(40 minutes) Finish sketch.

Week 5: Transfer.
• Finalize sketch.
• Demo: Grid, photocopy, transfer. Transfer design using photocopy blow-ups and transfer paper.
• Warn about paint next week.
Week 6: Painting.
• (30 minutes) Demo: Acrylic painting: introduce materials, brushes, color wheel; 5 items: paint, palette,
water, brush, rag; how to start a palette; guidelines: brush in hand or in water, you can always paint
over, mix on the palette.
• Paint/continue working on sketch.
Phase III. Creating the Big “Ta-Daa” Family Project
Key Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What themes / topics do I want to address? What is my point of view?
How can I approach this problem creatively with my family?
How can I bring my best self to this project?
What does success look like for me, my family, my community?
What support do I need in order to complete this project?

Benefits:
•
•
•

Ability to trust in the creative process. Patience and problem solving
Family and community support. Gain a new language for expressing myself and my community needs.
Feeling of empowerment

Week 7: Painting/Lab.
• Studio day
Week 8: Interdisciplinary Critique
• (60 minutes): Two visual arts groups get together to present their works for feedback: What is the work
trying to communicate? What is effective? What doesn’t work?
• Guidelines: Talk about your experience, not about what you think the artist should do.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Balance negatives and positives.
There is no right or wrong. The artist may choose what feedback to receive, but take notes as
necessary.
(10 minutes) Break.
(5 minutes) Slide show: Text and paper cut outs. Look at Frida Kahlo’s banners, Ezra Li Eismont, and J.
Otto’s “paper cut” text.
(5 minutes) Demo: Paper cut J. Otto text. Cutting out cursive text.
(40 minutes) Work.

Week 9: Painting/Lab.
• Review list of critiques. Finish work. Add lights and darks, final touches.
• Submit form for art exhibition labels.
Week 10: Install / Final critique / Evaluation:
• Exhibition overview. How will the work be exhibited? What supplementary materials (statement, names)
need to appear?
• Presentation: Families decide on who will speak, what will he/she say? Keep it concise.
POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL ART ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY
CONCEPT
Paper cuts

Positive/Negative

Figure Drawing

Seeing shapes and
lines, not things

Self-portrait (things,
places, body)

Sequential art

Self-identity

Sequence, narrative,
pattern, repetition

MEDIA

OTHER SUPPLIES

Paper cuts (draw
and cut out with
X-actos, or cut up
and paste, OR make
“stained glass” with
black paper for lead
and tissue paper for
glass)
Charcoal, white conte
on black paper
Collage, photo, etc.

X-actos, cardboard,
scissors, glue, B&W
paper, colored tissue
paper

(homework:) Shoot
photos: what’s unique
about you? Your
feelings? Your family?
(classroom) Discuss
photos make collage.
Styrofoam prints

Clamp Lamps

Disposable
cameras, money for
development, collage
materials: scissors,
glue.
Rollers, relief ink,
plate glass

Lesson plan
Topic: Family, African-American quilt-making traditions
Medium: Quilting
Week 1: Introductions
• (10 minutes) A little about me. Why are we here? Share a creative experience, maybe sewing related.
• (30 minutes) Who are you? Name your cultural heritage. Where are you? Where were your ancestors?
Think about buildings that you and your family frequent. What do they look like? Think about faces and
bodies. What do you and your family look like? Think about colors that represent you and your family.
Not only skin and clothing but moods and emotions.
• (15 minutes) With construction paper, cut out colors and shapes that represent you or your family and/
or neighborhood. Tape them in family clusters to the wall.
• (10 minutes) Break.
• (One hour and twenty minutes) Cut shapes out of fabric and glue. Think plants, schools, favorite foods,
your grandma. Be spontaneous!
• (15 minutes) Plan for next week. Bring old magazines and look at everything like you will cut it out of
fabric!
• (15 minutes) Clean-up.
Week 2: Research
• (One hour) Look at books about quilting. As you read and look at images, make a note or sketch of
images and ideas that resonate with you.
• Study traditional forms used in quilt making. We will look at “log cabin” and “maple leaf” patterns.
• How did African Americans take these traditional forms and make them their own? Look at AfricanAmerican quilt examples.
• Look at books about African textiles, especially the story quilts.
• (Ten minutes) Bathroom break.
• (One hour and thirty-five minutes) Using your notes and sketches, make a “quilt” square out of paper.
• (15 minutes) Clean-up.
Week 3: Color and Textiles
• (15 minutes) Set up what we need to accomplish today: Learning about color and textiles and choosing
what materials we want to use in our squares.
• (15 minutes) Look at prepared color palettes made from fabric scraps to explain a little of color theory
(warm tones, cool tones, natural tones, color opposites, etc.)
• (30 minutes) Look at swatches of fabric with varied fiber content and textures. Briefly discuss hemp,
organic cotton, and petroleum-based fiber and how their use effects the environment. Arrange the
swatches to get contrasting textures.
• (10 minutes) Break.
• (One hour and thirty-five minutes) Using last week’s notes and squares, choose what textiles you need
for your squares.
• (15 minutes) Clean-up.

Week 4: Begin your Square
• (20 minutes) Review weeks 1‑3 with paper squares, sketches, and notes at hand. What are the images
that move you when you think of family and/or neighborhood? Make a list and edit it down to 1‑5 things.
• (40 minutes) Using pencils, erasers, and construction paper, cut out letters, figures and shapes you
want to represent your family. When you are satisfied cut them out to use as a pattern to cut the fabric.
• (10 minutes) Break.
• (10 minutes) A brief tutorial on cutting and safety.
• (One hour and twenty minutes) Cut images and words out of cloth.
• (20 minutes) Clean-up.
Week 5: Sewing and Heat Transfers
• (15 minutes) Break up into 3 groups: Hand-sewing, heat transfer, and machine sewing. Everyone
chooses 2 out of 3. Some sewing machine experience required to operate sewing machines.
• (One hour and ten minutes) First rotation: Machine sewers are introduced to the machines/safety.
Those that will be doing heat transferring receive a demo and iron safety instructions. Hand-stitchers
are offered 3 types of stitches to use in their squares (running, blanket, and chain stitch).
• (One hour and fifteen minutes) Switch to second rotation for sewing machines.
• (20 minutes) Clean-up.
Week 6: Sewing the Squares and Catch-up with Heat Transfers
• (15 minutes) Set up the three stations for hand-stitching, cutting, and machine sewing. This will be
repeated for weeks 7‑9, except for heat transfers.
• (One hour and ten minutes) Rotation #1
• (One hour and ten minutes) Rotation #2
• (15 minutes) Do a self-assessment. How does your square look to you? What could be better? How to
make the changes you want to make to your work what you want it to be. Show your work to others in
the group for constructive feedback.
• (20 minutes) Clean-up.
• Next week: Bring any buttons, shells, beads, seeds, jewelry, etc. from home that you want to sew onto
your square.
Week 7: Sewing the Squares
• (15 minutes) Break out the embellishments! Short tutorial on how to stitch or glue these objects onto
your square.
• (15 minutes) Set up two stations for hand-sewing and gluing and machine sewing.
• (One hour and forty minutes) Finish individual squares.
• (30 minutes) Planning the family quilt.
• (20 minutes) Clean up.
Week 8: Sewing the Squares
• (30 minutes) Composing the family quilt. Set up to sew together. Plan the steps toward finishing the
project. Choose one family member to machine sew.
• (Two hours and ten minutes) Work together to stitch quilt together. Each family will have use of a
sewing machine and an area in the room to spread out.

•

(20 minutes) Clean-up.

Week 9: Sewing the Quilt
• (30 minutes) Set up to sew together. Make a realistic assessment of what can be completed today.
• (Two hours and ten minutes) Work on squares.
• (20 minutes) Clean-up.
Week 10: Preparing for the exhibition
•

(30 minutes) Compile family names to be exhibited with the quilt.

•
•
•
•

(One hour) Decide how the work will be exhibited.
(One hour) Prepare work for transport.
(20 minutes) Brief review and critique of the course.
(10 minutes) Clean-up.

Lesson plan
Topic: Family heritage, using movement to tell stories
Medium: Dance
Class 1
Goal: Introduce movement as expression; get students to feel comfortable moving and expressing themselves.
20 Minutes
Introduce each other, who we are, where we come from. Our experience with dance, or lack of experience with
dance; what we feel about dance, and what we hope to learn from this class.
5 Minutes
My introduction: Movement is unique to each body. Each body is made differently. Some things are easier for
some people, some things are harder. Some people have good rhythm, some people have good arm and leg
coordination, some can express easily with their faces. We are all unique.
Ideas for what we will work on this 10 weeks—learn basic movements, get all parts of the body connected
together, head, neck, eyes, hands, learn to express words, actions, so that we can put together a story/stories
to dance/act at the end of the 10 weeks.
5 Minutes
Warm up
25 Minutes
Move around like different animals, get your body to feel like the animal. Could be an elephant, peacock,
chicken, deer, crocodile, bird, monkey, horse or the elements: fire, water, wind.
Leftover Time
Where I come from” poem
Each family: Pick four ways to describe where you come from. You can describe your home, neighborhood,
where your grandparents came from. You can describe the people, the land, or the surroundings. Each family
member has to contribute one line. Using the gestures that we learned, use your body to describe where you
come from.

Class 2
Goal: Introduce movement as expression; get students to feel comfortable moving and expressing themselves.
5 Minutes
Warm up
20 Minutes
Review basic stances of Bharatanatyam. Practice walking with different rhythms—3s and 4s, fast and slow.
Review the steps we learned from last week, introduce these steps to new students
30 Minutes
Move around like different animals, get your body to feel like the animal: Elephant, peacock, chicken, deer,
crocodile, bird, monkey, etc. Get students to suggest different animals and think of ways to enact these
animals, using postures, movements, etc. Or act out the elements: fire, water, wind.

10 Minutes
Add these movements of animals and elements to the footwork we learned earlier in class Do a free style
“Where I come from” poem with the new people
Class 3
Goal: Build on their skills gained last week in expressive and rhythmic dance to communally create an
interpretive poem. Students will feel freer in expressing themselves.
5 Minutes
Warm up
20 Minutes
Review animals/elements with returning students, have returning students show the movesments to the newer
students.
10 Minutes
Add rhythmic movement to the animals and elements
10 Minutes
Brainstorm: Verbs and Nouns. Get suggestions from the class and enact these verbs and nouns. Get them to
think of different ways to express them.
10 Minutes
Break
25 Minutes
Interactive Poem. Using the gestures we learned earlier in class (animals, actions, people), interpret repetitive
poem. Closing circle dance.
5 Minutes
Closing Circle dance
Class 4
Goal: Make students more aware of rhythm and begin to use rhythm when performing poem. Level of comfort
in expressing oneself increases, begin to express personal emotions.
5 Minutes
Warm up
25 Minutes
Activities with rhythm sticks
10 Minutes
Different gaits, ways of moving across the floor, isolating different body parts

10 Minutes
Break
15 Minutes
Continue brainstorm of people and actions, introduce feelings
20 Minutes
Continue with third and fourth stanzas of poem. Introduce a rhythm and have them move to the beat of the
poem.
15 Minutes
“We are” poem. Write a group poem describing who we are, group brainstorm and group writing.
Class 5
Goal: Generating individual/ family expression
5 Minutes
Warm Up
10 Minutes
Rhythm call and answer, with sticks and feet
10 Minutes
Partner dancing with sticks
25 Minutes
Interpretive poem with rhythm (select percussionists)
10 Minutes
Break
20 Minutes
Finish “We Are” poem brainstorm, brainstorm movement for poem
10 Minutes
Demo of storytelling, discuss possibilities for final project
30 Minutes
Families share stories that they brought, possibilities of final project, talk about next week’s plans. (If they don’t
bring stories, or don’t want to do stories, we will instead do family “We Are” poems.)
3 Minutes
Closing

Class 6
Goal: Creating Family stories
5 Minutes
Warm Up
15 Minutes
Partner Dancing
20 Minutes
Share with class the stories that we will be presenting, brainstorm movements/ways to present the stories
15 Minutes
Group/ Family time for brainstorm, come up with ideas
10 Minutes
Break
15-20 Minutes
Group/ Family time for brainstorm, come up with ideas
20 Minutes
Putting movement and words together
5 Minutes
Closing

Class 7
Goal: Preparation for Performance
5 Minutes
Warm Up
15 Minutes
Steps that help you move
25 Minutes
Put together story narrative, break up story in parts
30 Minutes
Rehearse part by part
Rest of time
Share with other classes.

Class 8
Goal: Preparation for performance, costume/mask making
5 Minutes
Warm up
45 Minutes
Rehearse story/poem
1 Hour
Make costumes/masks for performance

Class 9
Goal: Preparation for performance
5 Minutes
Warm Up
1 Hour
Rehearse, rehearse, rehearse!
10 Minutes
Break
20 Minutes
Rehearse
15 Minutes
Stick Dance
Class 10
Goal: Share with families/Celebration!

Lesson plan
Topic: Art project for 100 Families Teaching Artists that uses Studio Habits of Mind approach
Medium: Paper
Throughline that relates to this project:
Form (or the visual elements in a work of art) is a vehicle through which Content (message/meaning in works
of art) can be communicated
Understanding Goals for this project:
1. Participants will experiment with negative space and spatial relationships to create a dynamic
composition in an artwork.
2. Participants will translate an image from one medium to another.
3. Participants will play with color, composition, and mixed media elements to express ideas of personal
significance in an artwork.
Vocabulary for this Project:
Negative Space / Spatial Relationships / Illusion of Depth / Symbolic use of color / Dynamic composition

Steps:
1.

Arrange the 2 “personal objects” on the table in front of you in such a way that one is “closer to you”
than the other one.

2.

On a 9-by-12 sheet of paper, make a drawing of the two objects by first drawing the space around
the objects. The objects must be drawn so they to go off the page on two edges of the paper.

3.

Using tracing paper, trace the areas of negative space on your drawing. Cut the “negative shapes”
out.

4.

Select sheets of colored construction paper/magazine elements that symbolize/convey how you feel
about the 2 objects.

5.

Using the tracings of negative space as templates, cut out shapes from your selected construction
paper/magazines sheets.

6.

Assemble and glue the cutouts on a second 9-by-12 sheet of paper (either white or colored). When
the piece is complete we will have a brief round of peer to peer feedback in which we tell each other
what “message” we are getting from each others’ artworks.

Debrief discussion:
Think about the activity you have just completed. Reflect upon your thought processes and actions from
beginning to end. Make a list, categorizing everything you’ve just done, said, and thought about during the
project.

